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Example divider page – Replace text content etc Top Tip: Choose other dividers (Choose from four color dividers in the master pages, Home menu, select ‘Layout’ and choose the appropriate divider)No source or slide numbers



Travel search since Microsoft Expedia in 
1996 has not changed massively
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Travel search since Microsoft Expedia in 
1996 has not changed massively

…But consumer behaviour have changed
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The Origin Destination, Date, options format influenced and educated consumers on how to search for Travel products.Why is that?Easy workflow and logical process Influenced heavily the structure of contentDoes it cater to capture consumer needs and desire?Can it be improved to answer consumers needs better and improve relevancy?



…But consumer behaviour have changed
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There were various attempts in changing search format to try and capture consumers needs betterA few years ago, Travelport work with Emirates Airlines to create a portal that focus on the travellers needs first over practicals. Research shows consumers are less certain in the places and times they are looking to travelTrip attributes are shown as options instead of destinations or dates.



Travelport Confidential
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2013 – 5.22014 – 9.3b2015 – 14.3b2016 – 17.8b2017 – 25.4bThis year, Alibaba said 90 percent of sales were made on mobile which is up on 82 percent for 2016 and 69 percent in 2015.
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It’s a different era for travelers, 
the paradigm has shifted…

Go-to-shop
1980s

Start of 
TMCs
1990s

Booking 
through the 
Internet
2000s

Intelligent mobile 
app
Next generation 
travel
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We are living in a different travel era…Airline GDS -> TMC -> Corporate -> Traveler Travel providers -> GDS -> TMC Travel providers ->GDS/TMC -> Concur (OBT) –> Corporate -> TravelerTravel providers -> Meta & Google -> TravelerTravel providers -> Mobile -> travelerConsolidation in market Network carriers-> Low cost carriers and emerging carriersCar owner -> Traveler Home owner -> Traveler  Shift to the Far and Middle East for travel We are living in a different technology eraCentralised IT -> Distributed IT -> IT as-a-service -> Information as-a-serviceInternet -> Intranet -> ExtranetPurchased software -> SaaS LAN -> WAN -> Internet and VPNData -> Big Data -> predictive analytics -> Applications -> ArchitecturesProduct -> PlatformsDesktop -> Virtual desktop Server -> Virtual server  Mainframe -> Client Server -> Thin client -> Cloud 



Travelers want relevant personalized choices 
and connected experiences

Travel 
experience
Rich engaging 
experiences

Connected 
Any place, any time 

and anywhere

Travel choice
Serves more content, 

relevant and 
personalized choice
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Connected – ‘always on’/anytime/anywhereExperiences – Feedback loopsInteractionHumanising communications and careInvoices all in one placeInvisible paymentsContact driver if I leave something in the car… Easy to do business with… Choice – The content that appears must be dedicated/directed precisely to ‘me’



Technology is advancing at a rapid pace

Technology shift
Ever faster changes in 

technology making it hard to 
stay current 

and competitive

Mobility
The ubiquitous nature of the 

mobile phone demands 
tailored experience

Futures
The use of artificial intelligence, 
machine learning and voice will 
continue to drive change and 

experience
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The consumerization of travel, driven by mobility and the expectations of the connected traveler will mean the true winners in the future will take a customer centric, seamless journey experience view of the business model. The key advantage in travel that mobility presents is geo-awareness, knowing where the traveler is at any time allows the ability to ensure relevance of content and action.  The ability to personalize the content, give a full in-journey and in-location experience, predict and recommend next best action and build a trusted capability to resolve issues at speed will be essential to the next generation traveler. The technology shift required is significant. IT itself is decentralizing as the cloud, pervasive data, ‘connected everything’, puts technology deep inside virtually everything that we do. The old central planning model of IT, where it is solely responsible for IT, is just plain outdated. Robotics, AI, virtual or augmented reality are all realities today, right now. Dynamic business models, agile methodologies, micro services and machine learning are not ‘nice-to-haves’, they are the difference between winners and losers. 



“Its now longer mobile first but 
experience first. Mobile, is merely the 
latest disruptive channel to shake 
things up”
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Travelers want relevant personalised choices 
and connected frictionless experiences

Connected 
Any place, any time and anywhere

Travel experience
Rich engaging experiences

Travel choice
Serves more content, relevant and personalized 

choice
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Travelers want value a sense of choice… many platform business are delivering this today….  Ever connect traveller – Any time any place any where….What do we mean buy customer experience Feedback loopInvoice all in one placeInvisible paymentContact driver if I leave something in the car… Ease to do business with… Uber percentage of tavel spend 



Technology and evolving 
traveller needs and 
expectations

Information

Planning
Inspiration

Search
Shop

Book

Payment

Pre-trip 
preparation

Travelling

Post-trip

Evaluation

will impact all 
interactions between 

you and your 
customers
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‘The intersection between high-tech and high-touch is now a key battle 
ground for travel brands the world over. Those with the customer care 
infrastructure to deliver could stand to gain, if they can get their digital 
house in order.’

The Travel Agent of the Future - by Margot Bigg, Andrew Sheivachman, Skift
Research
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Travelers want value a sense of choice…  Ever connect traveller – Any time any place any where….What do we mean buy customer experience Feedback loopInvoice all in one placeInvisible paymentContact driver if I leave something in the car… Ease to do business with… Uber percentage of tavel spend 



• “I book my corporate travel with corporate booking 
tool”  Not I book my corporate travel with Travel Agent 
Ltd. 

• Uber frictionless payments and experiences… Airbnb 
move from rooms, to rooms and flights 

Your brand is being disintermediated by new 
players,  new technology and better experiences 
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Which is why 72% Of businesses say that improving customer experience is their top priority.- Forrester Media Centre, 2016Suppliers of .com would be new players
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A new connected borderless API economy is changing 
the world… and enabling modern platforms to disrupt

2017 is quickly becoming the year 
of the API economy 
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Evolutionary future proof rapid response to change actually the only long term way to succsed is buy bing faster Successful organizations see APIs not as technical tools only, but as sources of strategic value in today’s digital economy. Adopting an API-centric business model enables you to:Create value by offering APIs that others want.Use APIs to help developers innovate freely.Support mobile development teams with APIs.Make APIs the common language in a hybrid world.Link devices to data on the Internet of Things (IoT)http://www.ibm.com/cloud-computing/learn-more/hybrid-integration/api-economy/https://enterprise.microsoft.com/en-cee/articles/industries/banking-and-capital-markets/the-shift-towards-the-api-economy/https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/resources/videos/microsoft-ignite-2015-azure-api-management-and-the-api-economy/

https://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2017/01/29/2017-is-quickly-becoming-the-year-of-the-api-economy/#21e83c766a41

